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ABSTRACT: Indonesia is one of many countries that still fighting against stunting. Based on data from the 2021 Indonesian Toddler Nutrition Status Survey (SSGBI), Indonesia's prevalence is still at 24.4% or around 5.33 million children under five years old. That condition happened also in a city like Surabaya. From that perspective there is a need to help young mothers especially to understand about this matter and to educate them how important nutrition to their children. By their behaviour, usually young mothers nowadays being busy with their gadget and work. Our method is to find an educative approach but offer some fun learning on that process. We try to sort out some healthy and nutritious recipes and making it as content to our boardgame.
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INTRODUCTION
In the midst of the growing cases of the COVID-19 pandemic in Indonesia, the Central Statistics Agency (BPS) in 2020 revealed that the Labor Force Participation Rate (TPAK) for women had increased by 1.32%, at which time many women who were previously not in the labor force were starting to work in pandemic era to seek income due to economic demands. (BPS, 2020). When technological developments occur more rapidly, the costs that will be incurred will also become greater. This condition will affect the Indonesian economy. According to SehatNegeriku.kemkes.go.id there are 3 ways which government did to reduce stunting rate actually decreased from previous years, but the President of the Republic of Indonesia, Joko Widodo targets that by 2024 the stunting rate will be around 14%. Efforts to reduce the stunting rate include several methods in the form of health education, especially for young women and pregnant women, starting from community health centers in various regions.

Stunting causes babies to have a height that is not appropriate for their age, besides that, stunting causes them to be susceptible to disease, their intelligence level is below normal and their productivity is low. The high prevalence of stunting in the long term will affect the Indonesian economy. According to SehatNegeriku.kemkes.go.id there are 3 ways which government did to reduce stunting around Indonesia. One of which is focusing on complete nutritious food and strengthening the presence of animal protein in food. Providing this kind of information is very important, especially for young mothers. However, a different approach is needed from both the family and the government, for example through posyandu (grassroot community healthcare).

This research activity focuses on innovation in designing educational games and digitalization by providing healthy recipe content by website so it can reach and attract the interest of more people to learn healthy recipes and provide effective results for young mothers and children. The focused content is about delicious and nutritious food and drink recipes assisted by Hotel Management students through the Catering & Patisserie Operations course and the Catering & Patisseries Operational Management.
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course at Petra Christian University as well as collaborating with experienced local game industry partners based in Surabaya, PT. Kawan Main Bersama (Tabletoys Indonesia), related to providing counseling through educational games to mothers and children.

In recent years, the gaming industry has experienced rapid growth, especially in Indonesia. According to the Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy (Kemenparekraf), the gaming industry is one of the industries that continues to grow during the pandemic by contributing IDR 24.88 trillion or around 2.19% of Indonesia's gross domestic product (GDP) in 2020. In fact, the gaming industry is entered into the 2021 national priority program, occupying the seventh position as the largest contributor to Indonesia's creative economy GDP. Learning patterns and processes have begun to change from the era of teaching as a source to an interactive process where students or targets of information become participants in the teaching process. By using the board game concept, it is hoped that we can provide efficient information in a fun way so that it is more attractive to the target audience. (Wirawan, 2022). This condition is important to become the foundation of our research. It showed that games become a tools or medium to teach something that might be too difficult to understand for some people.

This activity in the form of creating recipes combined with board games and digital media aims to (1) realize the handling of stunting problems through MPASI innovation & education, (2) realize health learning through interactive games and insight into healthy recipes, especially the MPASI menu, (3) provide MSME opportunity regarding healthy recipe learning methods, (4) realizing economic improvement through digital integration for each output designed so that it can reach various locations in Indonesia. This research supports providing solutions to the priority issues of the G20 Indonesian Presidency, namely digital connectivity and recovery after the Covid-19 pandemic, digital skills and digital literacy and data flow across national borders.

STUDY ABOUT BOARDGAME
Board games and education have a longstanding and symbiotic relationship, with board games offering a range of benefits for learning and development. (Chiarello, 2016). Well designed boardgame have many benefits for learning and development such as:

1. Cognitive Development: Board games often require critical thinking, strategy, and problem-solving skills. Players must make decisions, plan ahead, and adapt to changing circumstances. This can enhance cognitive skills like decision-making, spatial awareness, and logical reasoning.
2. Social Interaction: Board games encourage social interaction and cooperation. They provide a platform for players to communicate, negotiate, and work together, promoting the development of interpersonal skills, such as teamwork, communication, and empathy.
3. Math and Literacy Skills: Many board games involve elements of math and reading, making them an engaging way to reinforce these fundamental educational skills. Players may need to count, calculate scores, and read instructions or cards.
4. Creativity and Imagination: Board games often involve storytelling, role-playing, or creative thinking. These aspects can stimulate the imagination and encourage players to think outside the box.
5. History and Culture: Some board games are designed around historical events or different cultures. These games can serve as educational tools, helping players learn about specific time periods, geography, and cultural traditions in an interactive and engaging way.
6. Memory and Concentration: Playing board games can improve memory and concentration. Many games require players to remember rules, strategies, or the positions of game pieces, thus exercising memory and focus.
7. Learning through Play: Board games make learning fun. When education is enjoyable, it tends to be more effective. Children and adults alike can absorb and retain information better when they are engaged in an enjoyable activity.

Gee claims that well-designed games can illuminate principles of good learning, particularly from a sociocultural approach (2007). For example, games provide a space of “psychosocial moratorium” where real-world consequences are lowered. Gee argues that good learning, too, requires a psychosocial moratorium, which can be provided either in educational games or in other learning activities. While Gee’s approach is driven by broad principles of learning, games can also incorporate specific instructional strategies, such as embedded assessment. (Gee, 2007)

METHODOLOGY
1. Data Gathering
The data collection stage was carried out using qualitative methods by holding Focus Group Discussions and quantitatively by collecting Big Data through SEO and Content Pillar analysis. Procurement of the Focus Group Discussion involved DUDI partners as resource persons and 40 students as the committee providing the Focus Group Discussion.
The object of the research is mothers and food MSMEs, so that the data obtained can be analyzed as a reference for designing healthy recipes "MPASI Innovation" created by students.

2. Design Production

The design of the student's "MPASI Innovation" recipe & game website was designed based on initial research data as well as adapting courses, teaching materials and exams to industry needs. In the process, the game process design is designed based on content created from recipes regarding MPASI innovation.

This landing page website was created as a medium for disseminating healthy recipes so that they can be accessed by people throughout Indonesia, where this platform makes the marketing process fast and easy by having clear directions to provide information that is intuitive and easy to understand to customers in order to add value to the content on specific topics that are not too complicated.
DESIGN RESULT

1. Visual Design for Boardgame

Design planning begins with brainstorming ideas for how to play and determining the visual design style that will be used in this game. This activity involves lectures, students and workshops activity from PT. Kawan Main Bersama.

![Image of brainstorming ideas]

After going through the workshop process, the visual components began to be determined. These components are:

1. Logo Design
2. Material card design
3. Menu card design
4. Design game instructions
5. Game packaging design

**Logo Design**

This game is called Rodeo Dapur. The use of the word Rodeo shows an exciting attraction concept. "Dapur" means kitchen which have relation with cooking activities. It is hoped that with this name, the target audience will not feel like they are just reading information about MPASI but that there will be something interesting there.

![Image of logo design]

**Ingredient Cards**

Ingredient cards are the cards that form the basis of the game where these ingredient cards will be the cards that must be arranged by the players who will later compete to arrange these cards based on the menu cards that appear. Players will compete to quickly arrange the ingredients according to the menu card instructions. The material card consists of 4 basic colors, namely: blue, green, red and yellow. Each of these cards represents a certain ingredient. Blue represents animal protein. Green represents vegetables and fruit. Red represents vegetable protein. Yellow represents carbohydrates. The ingredient card design is the result of discussions and research regarding the need for ingredients for cooking, especially MPASI recipes.
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Gambar 4. Blue Design

Gambar 5. Green Design
Menu Cards Design
The menu card is a component in this game which is the target or objective of the game where players will arrange the ingredients according to the instructions that appear on the menu card.
Game Rules Design

The next process is to create a design regarding the game instructions. It is hoped that this design will be helpful for those who are playing this game for the first time.

Gambar 8. Menu cards design

Packaging Design

In order to store game components, packaging is needed. So that in the future, this game can be played again.

2. Website Design

As a follow-up to the board game, once created, the next media is the website. The aim of this website is to provide complete recipe information so that it can be an inspiration and cooking guide for mothers who need it, especially to support making healthy MPASI for children. This website is named *Inspirasi Masakku* (My Cooking Experience).
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3. Workshop

The next process is to hold a workshop for the community regarding the importance of understanding MPASI, especially for young mothers, so that it is hoped that it can help reduce stunting rates in toddlers and children.

![Workshop Documentation](image)

This workshop activity aims to provide education to the public regarding the importance of providing balanced nutrition, especially when giving MPASI to toddlers.

CONCLUSION

Knowledge about MPASI needs to receive attention and become educational material, especially for young mothers in this era. As for audience, young mother in this era, information can be attained from many media like social media. But that is too much and can even be biased can create confusion for them. Certain media is needed that is special and clear and able to reach the generation of young mothers in a fun and informative way. Using board game media as an educational tool is a good step so that initial information is not obtained in a boring way and is followed by a website that summarizes recipes so that it is hoped that it will provide education regarding MPASI recipes that are easy to make but have good nutritional value.

In this research process students were also involved. Student involvement here has a positive impact where students become more concerned about social issues such as education about MPASI. Students are also more able to participate in society. In general, the results of this research were well received by the public in the workshops held.
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